At the beginning of next millennium B-factories at KEK or PEP colliders will be operating and will provide precise measurements of CP violation parameters in the B 0 systems. In order to test the Standard Model predictions, measurements of parameters which involve Bs, Bu and b decays will be necessary. We present here how the upgraded CDF detector will be suited for these studies.
DETECTOR UPGRADES
CDF Run II is expected to begin in year 2000. This Run will use an upgraded detector in order to take advantage of the higher luminosity of the upgraded collider.
The Tevatron with the Main Injector will reach an instantaneous luminosity of 2 10 32 cm ?2 s ?1 with an energy in the center of mass of 2 TeV. The goal is to integrate 2 fb ?1 of data in 2 years. At the beginning of operations the crossing time will be 396 ns with 36 bunches and at regime 132 ns with 108 bunches.
The detector issues are driven by luminosity, number of bunches and interaction time. The number of bunches and the luminosity determine the average number of overlapping interactions in one beam crossing. The short time between crossings requires the use of fast front-end electronics, pipelined readout and trigger.
The tracking system is the most relevant upgrade for B physics. The new drift chamber, (Central Outer Tracker) has been designed with small drift cells and faster gas in order to cope with the the short interbunch time. The silicon vertex detector (SVXII) will cover 2:5 of the luminous region and will increase b-tagging eciency. The insertion of additional silicon layers between the COT and the SVXII will extend track nding capabilities to the region 1 < j j < 2. This new tracker will allow:
1. three dimensional tracking; 2. excellent pattern recognition;
3. good momentum resolution. The muon detector coverage will be extended up to the forward region ( = 2) which will be equipped also with a new electromagnetic calorimeter. The increased coverage of lepton detectors and the improved tracking system will allow the design of new lepton triggers. The information from tracking in the COT will be available for the trigger at level 1. This provides a much better lepton de nition than in the previous run and allows us to lower the lepton P t thresholds. A completely new impact parameter trigger at level 2 will allow for the rst time access to a large number of hadronic B decays. 
B 0 , B AND b LIFETIMES
Measurement of decay length (l) and transverse momentum (P t ) are the basic ingredients for the B lifetime measurements. This requires a detector with good resolution on vertex position and on transverse momentum. CDF has done several measurements during Run I achieving P t =P t few % and l 50 m on fully reconstructed B decays ( gure 2). The accuracy obtained by CDF on lifetime measurements is comparable with world average results (see table 1). In Run II CDF will improve lifetime ratio measurements by a factor of 4 thanks to 20 times increased statistics (in 2 years of data taking). This assumes that the detector will have the same performance as in Run I and that the systematic errors scale somewhat with statistics.
B s LIFETIME
The theory predicts that j BS = B 0 ? 1j < 1% and the world average is BS = B 0 = 0:98 0:05.
In future it will be very di cult to push the experimental accuracy to a level of sub- 1% 1] .
CDF has performed this measurement exploiting two di erent decay channels. The rst chan- Within the Standard Model CP violation in the B system is closely related to mixing. Although the statistical signi cance is poor, CDF has recently published a measurement of one parameter, sin 2 , which describes this phenomenon 5].
Mixing and CP measurements require to reconstruct the decay time and to identify the B at production and decay time. In mixing measurements this is done tagging the B avour. For CP analysis the nal CP eigenstate has to be reconstructed and the B avour at production tagged. 
B s REACH
The theoretical expectation for X S is 12:2 < X S < 24:2 6] and the present experimental limit is m S > 12:4 (ps ?1 ) @ 95% C.L. This corresponds X S > 18:4 for BS = 1:48 (ps) CDF has only one experimental result for X S from Run I data 7]. In Run II new powerful tools like the silicon vertex tracker will be available and a tracking of the silicon vertex will be possible at trigger level. New trigger solutions to select secondary vertices will be implemented. A possible trigger will require two tracks with an impact parameter. The idea is that the two high- Up to now only two preliminary evaluations of sin 2 are available 9,10] and more data are needed to have a precise measurement. CDF in Run II has good prospects to measure sin 2 with good accuracy and will try to evaluate the asymmetry in the B ! + ? . On the other hand it Table 2 D 2 for all tagging methods measured in Run I and extrapolated to Run II. The relevant upgrade responsible for the improvement is also quoted. Tagger CDF is not planning to do an event by event =K separation. The plan is to nd a mass peak over combinatorial background and use the partial K= separation given by dE=dx. The idea is to measure the fraction of decays in + ? , K + ? and K + K ? before tagging. From the fraction + ? /all, and exploiting the fact that there is no CP violating asymmetry in the other decays, the observed time-dependent asymmetry will be corrected and divided by the + ? fraction.
For the moment CDF quotes an error on the asymmetry using the time-integrated formula: 
